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SHELTER 
HALL 
VISION

• Shelter Hall is an ethically-driven, 
immersive Food Market concept 
which brings together the best of 
the city under one roof. 
• Our Food Market is a microcosm 
of the local community, epitomising
the ethos and vibrancy of Brighton. 
Creating a cultural heartbeat of 
Brighton society on the Seafront. 
• We are the local, ethical and 
independent choice that 
champions sustainable 
regeneration and taste.  
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SHELTER 
HALL 
ENVIRONMENT
Shelter Hall is designed by We Like Today in the spirit of Brighton, its community and 
what they feel. As a historic building we will celebrate the famed architecture of 
Brighton, echo it in the design and respect the integrity of its history by naming the 
market ‘Shelter Hall’

This is not a brand, it’s a historic and iconic building that needs to house a diversity of 
communities that celebrate the city it lives in and worships the environment it is 
blessed with.
Shelter Hall is a seafront destination where guests can spend an entire day, rather 
than a location to grab a quick bite offering an open beach front market hall and 
terrace, sea view balcony and market overlooking mezzanine and private hire room 
with round window view.

BEAUTIFUL | SUSTAINABLE | LOCAL | EXPERIENTIAL | RESPECTFUL
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SHELTER 
HALL 
PEOPLE
Shelter Hall intends to enrich the lives of all in 
Brighton, our partners, our teams, our guest and our 
communities.

We are inviting food and drink partners that celebrate our vision to 
join our journey. 

We will attract young locals, new families, established Britonians, 
keen foodies alongside business, corporate and culture seeking 
individuals.

Shelter Hall will always be showcasing the best of emerging local 
artists and celebrate them through the food and events. 
We will curate a constant schedule of pop-up events and exhibitions 
with a focus on showcasing Brighton and Sussex  acumen, talent, 
creativity. 

FOODIE | SOCIAL | ENGAGING | CONSCIOUS THINKING
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SHELTER 
HALL 
FOOD & DRINK
INDEPENDENT | QUALITY | DELICIOUS | INSPIRING | SEASONAL

EXCITING |  EXPERIENTIAL | PROVENANCE 

Shelter Hall will showcase and celebrate Brighton as the culinary 
capital of the South by hosting, profiling and nurturing Sussex wide operators. 

6 Partner Kitchens – Chef Driven
Showcasing an array of amazing local chefs and restaurants serving their best dishes and new creations. 
Celebrating the best of local ingredients and creative cooking.

1 Incubator development Kitchen – Concept Driven 
Innovative creative space run by Sessions culinary team offering the opportunity for upcoming chefs to test 
new concepts. A place for chefs to learn from the best and practice their art alongside pop-up concepts 
and food focused experiences. This is the place to spot new upcoming talent…

Sessions Bars – The Best Beverages
Offering a defined drinks selection that compliments the carefully curated food. 
Mixology developed cocktails, local craft beer, wines and fizz.
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SHELTER 
HALL 
MAKERS MARKET
Shelter Hall will promote local artisans with a monthly 
makers market and online retail offering 

We aim to support local businesses and add another layer to the 
Shelter Hall user experience, reinforcing the brand as Brighton-
centric, thoughtful and values-driven.

In addition to sourcing food, drink and art products from local 
producers, we will also work with our chef partners to develop a 
retail offering and implement the fulfilment and delivery 
framework. 

CRAFT | LOCAL | EMERGING TALENT

The online market will encourage local consumers to support the 
community of Brighton producers, but will also allow visitors from 
other parts of the country to continue to enjoy the best of Brighton 
from their homes. 
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SHELTER 
HALL 
SUSTAINABILITY
ENVIRONMENTAL | RESPONSIBLE | REUSABLE

We are committed to supporting local sustainability initiatives.

All vendors are encouraged to source ingredients from Sussex producers where possible. Our flooring is 
made from 98% recycled materials and during our Shelter Hall Raw summer pop-up we used vegware
packaging. In the future, we will be using melanime plates and cutlery, eliminating single-use packaging. 

Shelter Hall is serving as a case study for Circular Brighton & Hove (CBH) – a network supporting the 
transition to a circular economy in the greater Brighton region.
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THANK
YOU
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